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Abstract 
Let F(X) (A(X) ) be the free (Abelian) topological group over X. We prove: If P is one of 
the spaces W, Q, R \ Q, flw, @J \ o and 2” for an infinite K and if F(X) or A(X) contains 
a copy of P, then X contains a copy of P. If P is the one-point compactification of an infinite 
discrete space or 01 + 1, this is not true. If P = WI, this holds for F(X) but is independent of 
ZFC for A(X). 
Keywords: Free topological group; Free Abelian topological group; Symmetric product; Prime 
space; Self-embeddable space; Convergent sequence 
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1. Introduction 
All spaces are assumed to be completely regular and Hausdorff. A space P is said to 
be prime if the following holds for any spaces X and Y: If X x Y contains a copy of P, 
then either X or Y contains a copy of P. Many familiar spaces are known to be prime; 
for example, the real line R, the space Q of rational numbers, W \ Q, the generalized 
Cantor discontinuum 2”, the &h-Stone compactification PO of a countably infinite 
discrete space w, @O \ W, the one-point compactification D U {w} of an infinite discrete 
space D, the space wi of countable ordinal numbers and its compactification wi + 1 
(cf. Remark 2.8). In this paper, we consider the problem what kind of prime spaces P 
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have the following property ( 1) or (2) : 
( 1) For every space X, if the free topological group F(X) over X contains a copy 
of P, then X itself contains a copy of P. 
(2) For every space X, if the free Abelian topological group A(X) over X contains 
a copy of P, then X itself contains a copy of P. 
Here, both F(X) and A(X) are understood in the sense of Markov [ 121, i.e., F(X) 
contains X as a subspace and for any topological group T any continuous map f : X -+ T 
extends to a continuous homomorphism from F(X) to T and A(X) is defined similarly. 
As we shall remark later, our results hold for those in the sense of Graev [9], i.e., the 
pointed case. We call a space X densely self-embeddable, if each nonempty open set 
in X contains a copy of X. Since F(X $ Y) and A( X @ Y) contain a copy of X x Y, 
a densely self-embeddable space having ( 1) or (2) is prime. In Section 2, we prove 
conversely that every densely self-embeddable, prime space which is either compact or 
first countable has ( 1) and (2). In particular, R, Q, W \ Q, 2K, j3w \ w and hence @CI 
have both ( 1) and (2). In Section 3, we investigate the properties for certain spaces P 
which are not densely self-embeddable. 
Tkachuk [ 131 proved that D U {co} has neither ( 1) nor (2) for any infinite discrete 
space D. We give sufficient conditions in order that F(X) and A(X) contain a copy of 
D U {co}, from which Tkachuk’s result is deduced. The conditions are also necessary 
in case D is countable. Moreover, we prove that wt + 1 has neither ( 1) nor (2), but 
01 has (1). Finally, we remark that our result combined with a theorem of Fremlin [7] 
implies that WI has (2) under PFA, but by an example in [ 71, WI fails to have (2) 
under the axiom 0. 
In the remaining part of this section we introduce some notions and notation, which 
are fundamental to study free topological groups. Let X be a space. For each natural 
number n, let F,,(X) be the subset of F(X) consisting of every member whose reduced 
word has its length less than or equal to n and A,,(X) the subset of A(X) defined 
similarly. It is well known that each F,,(X) (A,(X)) is closed in F(X) (A(X) ). We 
denote the set of all continuous pseudometrics on X by M(X) . Fix a point p E X. For 
each d E M(X), we extend d to a continuous pseudometric, which is also denoted by 
d,onX${e}~X-‘asfollows:Foreachx,yEX,d(x,e)=d(x-‘,e)=d(x,p)+l, 
d(x-‘,y-‘) = d(x,y) and d(n-‘,y) =d(x,y-‘) = d(x,e) +d(e,y), where e is the 
unit element of F(X). Let d^ be the Graev extension of d to an invariant and continuous 
pseudometric on F(X) (cf. [ 93 ) . We use the same notation d^ for the Graev extension 
of d on A(X) . For details of F(X) and A(X), see [ 2,9,12]. Other terms and notation 
follow [ 51. 
2. Densely self-embeddable prime spaces 
Free topological groups over X have structures imilar to finite products Xn on one 
hand, free Abelian topological groups over X have those similar to finite symmetric 
products X”/n! on the other, where n = (0, . . . , n- 1) and n! is the set of all permutations 
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on n. Therefore, we first investigate prime subspaces of finite symmetric products X”/n!. 
Recall that a symmetric product X”/n! is the quotient space of X” with the equivalence: 
For u, u E X”, u N u iff there exists a permutation 9 E n! such that u(k) = v(a(k)) for 
each k < n. The equivalence class containing u is denoted by [u] . For subsets Vi of X 
(O~i~~-l),pUt[U~X”‘XU~-‘]={[(y~~...,y~_’)]:yiEUi,O~i~~-l}. 
A basic neighborhood of [ (x0,. . .,x,_l)] is the set of the form [Ue x ... x Un-‘I, 
where each Vi is a neighborhood of xi. We define a type for a member of X”/n!. 
For u E X”, let t(u) = (mo,...,mk), where ma 2 ... 2 mk > 0, n = Ciami, and 
mi = ]{j E il:l4(j) = x)1 for some x E X. Define t( [u] ) = t(u). Then, this is well 
defined, since u N u implies t(u) = t(u). 
Proposition 2.1. Assume that P is a densely self-embeddable, prime space and a sym- 
metric product X”/n! contains a copy of P. Then, X itself contains a copy of P. 
Proof. We assume that P is a subspace of X”/n!. There exists a p E P such that 
t(p) = (mo, . . . , mk) is minimal among t(q) (q E P) with respect o the lexicographical 
ordering. There are pairwise distinct xc,. . . , xk E X such that p = [(x0,. . . ,x0,. . . , xk, 
. . . ) xk ) 1, where the number of Xi’s is mi. Take an open neighborhood Vi of Xi for each i 
sothatUinUj=0fordistinctiandj,~dputU=[Uox...xUox...xUkX...XUk]. 
Then, by the minimality of t(p), t(q) = t(p) for every q E U n P. Since P is densely 
self-embeddable, there is a copy of P in U II P. Hence, we may assume that for every 
q E P, t(q) = t(p) = (m0,. . . , mk) and there exist yi E Ui (0 < i < k) such that 
q = ](yO ,... ,j’O, . . . . yk,.. . , yk) 1, where the number of yi’S is mi. Define f : Xk+’ -+ 
X”/n! by f(yO,. . . ,yk) = [ (YO,. . . ,yO, . . . ,yk,. . . , yk) 1. Then, the restriction of f to 
f-‘(P) is a homeomorphism by the above argument. Since P is prime, X contains a 
copyofP. 0 
As we shall show in the proof of proposition 3.6, the assumption that P is densely 
self-embcddable cannot be removed from proposition 2.1. We next investigate prime 
subspaces in free topological groups, for which we need some lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2 (Fay, Ordman and Smith-Thomas [ 61). Let K be a compact subset of 
F(X) (A(X)). Then, some F,,(X) (A,(X)) contains K. 
Corollary 2.3. Assume that Y is a densely self-embeddable, first countable space and 
F(X) (A(X)) contains a copy of Y. Then, some F,,(X) (A,(X)> contains a copy of 
Y. 
Proof. We assume that Y is a subspace of F(X) . Pick a point y E Y and let {Urn: m < 
w} be a countable neighborhood base of y in Y. Then, U,,, c F,,(X) for some m and n. 
For, otherwise, there is a sequence {y,} in Y such that yn --+ y but y, is not in F,(X) 
for each n < w, which contradicts Lemma 2.2. Since Y is densely self-embeddable, U ,, 
contains a copy of Y. The proof for A(X) is similar. III 
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The following lemma easily follows from a basic property of the Graev extension and 
Lemma 2.5 is well known, but we include its proof for completeness. 
Lemma 2.4. Let Xi, yi E X, Ei = f 1 and Vi be an open neighborhood of xi (0 < i 6 n) 
SO that xi + xj implies Ui n Uj = 8. Suppose that d E M(X) satisfies the following: 
(i) I~u E Ui,U E Uj andl_JiflUj =!?I, then d(u,v) > 1; 
(ii) Zf d(u,xi) < 1, then u E Ui. 
Then: 
(F) rfx=xz...x:, y=y$‘.. . y? are reduced words and 8(x, y) < 1, then yi E Vi 
for each i. 
(A) Zf x = Cy& eixi, y = Cy4 eiyi are reduced words and a(~, y) < 1, then there 
exists cp E (It + 1) ! such that ep(i) = pi and yi E Up(i) for each i. 
Lemma 2.5 (Arhangel’skii [ 1 ] ) . For each n E N, F,(X) \ F,_l (X) is homeomolphic 
to a subspace of (X$X)” and A,(X) \A”-I(X) is homeomorphic to a subspace of 
(X $ X)“/n!. 
Proof. Let f : (X @ X-l)” + Fn( X) be the canonical continuous map, i.e., 
f (x0,. ..,xn_l) =xg...xn_1. 
The restriction of f to f -’ (F,,(X) \ F,,_ 1 (X) ) is injective. We show that it is an open 
map, which implies the first statement. Any member x of F,(X) \ Fn-l (X) is uniquely 
written as x = ~7 . . . x:-;’ for Xi E X and Ei = f 1. Take any neighborhoods Ui of 
xi (0 < i < n - 1) such that xi f Xj implies Vi n Uj = 8. Then, there exists d E M(X) 
with the properties (i), (ii) of Lemma 2.4. If y = yo . . . y,_l is reduced for yi E X@X-’ 
and 8(x, y) < 1, then Lemma 2.4 implies y E f (Uz x . - . x c’;’ ), which shows that 
f is an open map. The case of A(X) is proved similarly by Lemma 2.4. Cl 
Theorem 2.6. Let P be a densely self-embeddable, prime space which is either compact 
or first countable. For a space X, the following are equivalent: 
(a) X contains a copy of P; 
(b) F(X) contains a copy of P; 
(c) A(X) contains a copy of P. 
Proof. What we need to show are the implications (b) + (a) and (c) + (a). If F(X) 
contains a copy of P, then by Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.3, there is a copy of P in 
some F,(X). Let n be the least number such that Fn(X) contains a copy of P. Then, 
F,(X) \&-l(X) contains a copy of P, since P is densely self-embeddable. We assume 
P c F,,(X) \ F,_](X). By Lemma 2.5, (X@X)” contains a copy of P. Since P is 
prime and densely self-embeddable, X contain a copy of P. For the implication (c) =+ 
(a), the same proof goes by Lemma 2.5. 0 
Corollary 2.7. Let P be one of the spaces W, Q, W \ Q, PO, &I \ CO, and 2” for an 
infilite K. For a space X, the conditions (a), (b) and (c) in Theorem 2.6 are equivalent. 
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Proof. All of the spaces other than PO are densely self-embeddable and pw \w contains 
a copy of /3w. Hence, the corollary follows from Theorem 2.6. Cl 
Remark 2.8. It is well known or is easily proved that R, Iw \ Q, 2”, wt and wr + 1 are 
prime. Eda, Kamo and Nogura [ 41 proved that Q is prime and Malyhin [ 111 proved 
that pw and hence pw \ o are prime. That 2” is prime for an uncountable K follows 
from Theorem 4 of Gerlits [ 81. 
3. Prime spaces which are not densely self-embeddable 
In this section we are concerned with the one-point compactification of a discrete 
space, in particular the convergent sequence, wt and wt + 1. For a space X, C(X) 
denotes the set of all real-valued continuous functions on X. 
Theorem 3.1. Let D be a discrete space of infinite canfinality K. For a space X, the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) F2 (X) contains a copy of D so that D U {e} is the one-point compactijication; 
(b) A2( X) contains a copy of D so that D U (0) is the one-point compactification; 
(c) X contains subsets {x,: a < K} and {yO: a < K} such that (i) at least one of 
them has the cardinal@ K, (ii) xu f yn for each (Y < K, and (iii) for each E > 0 and 
d E M(X), d(x,,y,) < e for all butjnitely many a; 
(d) X contains subsets {xa: a < K} and {y& a < K} such that (i) at least one of 
them has the cardinality K, (ii) x, # ya for each a < K, and (iii) for each E > 0 and 
f EC(X), If(x,) -f(ya)l <eforaZlbutfinitelymanya. 
Proof. The implication (c) + (d) is clear. Since the proof for Az( X) is similar to that 
for Fz( X) , we shall prove the only implications (a) =+ (c), (c) + (a) and (d) =+ 
(c). First, to prove (a) + (c), let D = {g,: a < K} be a discrete subspace of F2( X) 
such that D U {e} is compact. By the definition of the topology of F(X), we may 
assume that D c FZ (X) \ Fl (X) and we can put g, = xty;” for each u < K, where 
x,, y, E X and 6 = f 1. Since ) DI = K, either {x~} or {ya} has the cardinality K. If 
(c) is false, then there exists d E M(X) such that d(xa, yU) > 1 for infinitely many cr. 
Since d”(g,,e) = a($,~:) = d(x,,y,), this contradicts the compactness of D U {e}. 
Next, we show (c) + (a). Let {x,: (Y < K} and {ya: (Y < K} be subsets of X satisfying 
the conditions in (c) . Then D = {x;‘Y~: a < K} C F2( X) \ Fl (X) and ) D 1 = K. Since 
the group topology of a topological group is determined by all left invariant, continuous 
pseudometrics (cf. [ lo]), it follows from (iii) that every neighborhood of e contains 
all but finitely many points of D. Since F(X) is Hausdorff, this means that D is discrete 
and D U {e} is a compactification. Finally, to prove (d) + (c), let {xa: LY < K} and 
{ yn: LY < K} be subsets of X satisfying the conditions in (d) . Suppose that there exist 
d E M(X), E > 0 and an infinite subset A of K such that d(xa, y=) 2 E for each LY E A. 
Let B( x, S) denote an open ball with center x and radius 6 in the pseudometric space 
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(X, d) . We distingush two cases: 
If {a E A: {x,, y,}nB(x, s/3) Z 8) is finite for each x E X, then we can inductively 
choose a sequence {LY,: n < w} in A such that d( {_xa,, yam}, {x,, ,ya,}) > e/3 for 
m # n. Put F = Cl{n,,,: n < w} and G = Cl{y,,: n < w}, where the closures are 
taken in (X, d). Then F fl G = 0, and hence there exists a real-valued, continuous 
function f on (X, d) such that f(F) = (0) and f(G) = { 1). Since f E C(X) and 
If(k) - f(Ya.)l = 1 f or each n E N, this contradicts (iii) in (d). 
If {(Y E A: {&,ym} n B(x,43) f 0) is infinite for some x E X, we can assume 
that {xp,:n < w} C B(x,&/3), where /J E A. If m # n, then d(xp,,xp.) < 2e/3, 
which implies that d(xp,, , yp,,) > s/3, because d(xp,, yPn) 3 E. Hence, if we put 
F = Cl{xp,,: n < w} and G = Cl{y~~,: n < w}, then F n G = 0. Similarly to the above 
case, we have a contradiction. Cl 
The Alexandorff duplicate of a space X is the space X x (0, 1) with the following 
topology: For each x E X, a basic neighborhood of (x, 0) is the set of the form 
(U x (091)) \ {(x, l)}, w h ere II is a neighborhood of x in X, and (x, 1) is isolated. 
The following corollary for the case of F(X) was proved by Tkachuk [ 131: 
Corollary 3.2. Let X be a compact space of cardinal@ 2 K and Y the AlexxndolfSdu- 
plicate of X. Then both F(Y) and A(Y) contain a copy of the one-point compactifcation 
of a discrete space of cardinality K. 
Proof. Take a set {za: (Y < K} consisting of distinct points of X and put xcr = (z,, 0) 
andy,= ( znr 1) for each (Y < K. Then the subsets {x~: ff < K} and {ya: cy < K} of Y 
satisfy the conditions in (d) of Theorem 3.1. 0 
Let D be an infinite discrete space and X a compact space of cardinality not less than 
IDI and containing no copies of D U {co}. Then there are no copies of D U {es} in 
the Alexandorff duplicate Y of X, but F(Y) and A(Y) contain a copy of D U {cm} by 
the preceding corollary. Hence, D U {co} has not the properties ( 1 ), (2) of P in the 
introduction. Here, we give another example showing this: 
Example 3.3. Let D be an infinite discrete space. Define a space X to be the quotient 
space obtained from /3D x (0, 1) by identifying the points (p,O) and (p, 1) for each 
p E PD \ D, where PD is the tech-stone compactification of D and (0, 1) is discrete. 
Put x, = (a,O) and ya = (LY, 1) for each (Y E D. Then {x,:(Y E D} and {y&a E D} 
satisfy the conditions in (d) of Theorem 3.1. Hence, F(X) and A(X) contain a copy 
of D U {cm}, but X does not contain it. 
The following theorem shows that Fz( X) (A2 (X) ) in the statement of Theorem 3.1 
can be replaced by F(X) (A(X) ) in case D is countable. The authors do not know if 
such replacements are possible in general. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let X be a space. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) F(X) contains a nontrivial convergent sequence; 
(b) A(X) contains a nontrivial convergent sequence; 
(c) X contains sequences {xn: n < w} and {y”: n < w} such that x,, # y,, for each 
n, and d(x,,y,) + Ofor each d E M(X); 
(d) X contains sequences {xn: n < w} and {yn: n < w} such that x,, # y,, for each 
n, and If(x,) - f(yn)l -+ Ofor each f E C(X). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show the implications (a) + (c) and (b) + (c). 
We prove only the former, since the latter can be proved similarly. Let {gm: m < w} be a 
sequence in F(X) converging to e. By Lemma 2.2 and considering the Graev extension, 
we may assume that {gm: m < w} C F2k( X) \ F2k_ t(X) for some k 3 1. Moreover, we 
can put g, = Q0 . . . x2:$_, for each m < w, where x,,i E X, Si = f 1 and Cf_$’ 6i = 0. 
First, we take an infinite subset A of w, so that x,,i = Xm,j if and only if xn,i = xn,j for any 
m, n E A and 0 < i, j < 2k - 1. Suppose that the condition (c) is false. We take infinite 
subsets Ai of A and di E M(X) SO that A0 = A, Ai+l C Ai and do is trivial as follows: 
In case Xm,i = x,,i+t for some m E A, let Ai+l = Ai and dt+l be trivial. Otherwise, there 
exist an infinite Ai+l C Ai and di+l E M(X) such that di+l (x,,,irxm,i+l) > 1 for all 
m E Ai+,. Finally, let d(x, y) = mm{di( x, y): 0 < i < 2k - 1). Since {g,,,} converges to 
e, there exists m E Azk_1 such that a(g,, e) < 1. By a property of the Graev extension, 
there exists i such that 6i = -6i+l and d(x,,i,xm,i+l) < 1. Since ~2~. . .x22iLl is 
reduced, xnl,i # x,,,,~+I and hence d( xm,i, x,,i+l ) 2 di+l (x,,i, xm,i+l ) i 1, which is a 
contradiction. 0 
Example 3.5. As in the case of the convergent sequence, wi + 1 has not the properties 
( 1) , (2) of P in the introduction. To see this, let 5’ be a stationary and co-stationary 
subsetofwl andX=pU{( a,wt), (wl,cw>:cz < WI} a subspace of (01 + 1)2. Then, 
{(cr,wl)(wr,cz-‘:a < WI} U {e} in F(X) and {(LY,OI) - (WI,(Y):LY < 01) U (0) 
in A(X) are homeomorphic to wt + 1, but X does not contain a copy of wt + 1. 
The situation differs for wt. It will be fair to say that the second and third statements 
of the following proposition are due to Fremlin, because they heavily depend on his 
work in [7]. 
Proposition 3.6. A space X contains a copy of WI if and only if F(X) contains a copy 
of ~1. Under PFA, X contains a copy of ~1 if and only if A(X) contains a copy of ~1. 
On the other hand, the axiom 0 implies the existence of X such that A(X) contains a 
copy of ~1, but X itself does not contain a copy of ~1. 
Proof. Suppose that wt c F(X). Then, WI fl F,,(X) is uncountable for some n. Since 
F,,(X) is closed, wt n F,,(X) is closed unbounded. Let n be the least number such that 
F,,(X) contains a copy of wt. Then, F,,(X) \ F,_ 1 (X) contains a copy of wt. Now, we 
deduce the first statement of the proposition by Lemma 2.5. In case of A(X), we get 
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n such that A,,(X) \ A,__1 (X) contains a copy of WI in the same way. Hence, X”/n! 
contains a copy of 01 by Lemma 2.5. Since the natural map from X” to X”/n! is perfect, 
it follows from the main theorem of Fremlin [7] that PFA implies that X” contains a 
copy of 01. Since 01 is prime, X contains a copy of 01. On the other hand, by [7, 
Remarks 19.1 (ii)], 0 implies the existence of X such that X2/2! contains a copy of 
WI, but X itself does not contain a copy of WI. Since AZ(X) contains a copy of X2/2!, 
the third statement holds. q 
Dow [ 31 proved that some recent PFA results in topology hold in a forcing extension, 
which can be gotten without large cardinals. Fremlin’s result which we used is one of 
them. Therefore, the independence proof for the property of A(X) in Proposition 3.6 
does not require large cardinals. 
Remark 3.7. The preceding main results hold also for free (Abelian) topological groups 
FG( X) ( AG( X) ) in the sense of Graev [ 91. We explain it in the sequel. Let p E X 
be the point identified with the unit in FG(X) or with the zero in AG(X) and put 
Y = X \ {p}. Replacing X $ X by Y @ Y in Lemma 2.5, we get a lemma for FG( X) 
and AG(X). Using this lemma, we can prove the Graev versions of Theorem 2.6 and 
Proposition 3.6. Theorem 3.1 can be proved quite similarly. Concerning Theorem 3.4, 
what we need to take care of is the proof of the implication (a) =+ (c). We cannot 
21-l restrict n to be even in the formula: g, = _x$,c . . . x,,,_~. Instead, by the negation of (c) 
we can add a condition for d E M(X), E and A, i.e., for any i, if ]{&,i: m < w}] = w, 
then d(x,,i,p) 2 E for infinitely many m. In case ]{x,,i: a < w}] < w, there is an 
x E X such that the set {m E A: x,,,,i = x} is infinite. Using these, we can perform a 
proof similar to that of Theorem 3.4. 
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